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QUESTION 1

After an installation, your customer asks you if you have a solution or a product that can easily list all the elements of a
running ONTAP cluster, and highlight the changed and new objects including IP addresses, subnets, IPspaces, SVMs,
volumes, and LUNs. For easy modification the output should be a document or a spreadsheet. Your customer does not
have any PowerShell or scripting knowledge. 

In this scenario, which Windows PowerShell-based NetApp tool would help to extract this information? 

A. NetApp Management SDK 

B. NetAppDocs 

C. NetApp PowerShell Toolkit 

D. NetApp Synergy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a 6-node ONTAP 9.1 cluster with two FAS6290 nodes and four FAS8080 EX nodes using a SAN protocol. 

In this scenario, how many FAS9000 HA pairs would be joined to this cluster? 

A. 3 

B. 2 

C. 9 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two commands verify that AutoSupport is working as expected? 

A. autosupport test show 

B. autosupport history show 

C. autosupport check show D. autosupport show 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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In which scenario must ACP be out-of-band? 

A. when using DS4243 shelves with SATA drives and I0M6 modules 

B. when using DS4243 shelves with SATA drives and IOM3 modules 

C. when using DS4243 shelves with SSD devices and IOM12 modules 

D. when using DS212C shelves with SSD devices and IOM12 modules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An iSCSI LIF fails to migrate during a storage failover test. In this scenario, why did the LIF not migrate? 

A. A failover port was not defined. 

B. LIFs that serve block protocols do not failover. 

C. The failover policy was not configured. 

D. LIF failover was not enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You install a new FAS2650 HA with a DS224C disk shelf and ONTAP 9.5 on a customer site. Referring to the exhibit,
which steps are required to get an HA cabled system? 

A. 1. Insert a cable from right controller port 0a to IOMB port 2, and from port 0b to IOMA port 4. 
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2. 

Insert a cable from left controller port 0a to IOMA port 2, and from port 0b to IOMB port 4. 

3. 

Cable the out-of-band ACP. 

B. 1. Insert a cable from right controller port 0a to IOMA port 1, and from port 0b to IOMB port 3. 

2. Insert a cable from left controller port 0a to IOMB port 1, and from port 0b to IOMA port 3. 

C. 1. Insert a cable from right controller port 0a to IOMB port 1, and from port 0b to IOMA port 4. 

2. 

Insert a cable from left controller port 0a to IOMA port 1, and from port 0b to IOMB port 4. 

3. 

Cable the out-of-band ACP. 

D. 1. Insert a cable from right controller port 0a to IOMB port 2, and from port 0b to IOMA port 3. 

2. Insert a cable from left controller port 0a to IOMA port 2, and from port 0b to IOMB port 3. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer wants to reduce the task allocation requirement for the root aggregate and increase usable storage by
partitioning the disks into one large part and one small part. The small part is used for the root aggregate and the large
part for the data aggregates? 

In this situation, what is this feature called? 

A. ONTAP 

B. RAID 

C. storage virtual machine 

D. Advanced Drive Partitioning 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://community.netapp.com/t5/Data-ONTAP-Discussions/Feature-in-Netapp/td-p/142416 

 

QUESTION 8

What is a node? 

A. A node refers to all physical devices bound together In the cluster. 
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B. A node is the logical device that shares data. 

C. A node is a logical network port. 

D. A node is a controller that is part of the cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

After the installation of a new 2-node cluster, you want to make sure that AutoSupport is working as expected from the
cluster. 

In this scenario, what are two ways to trigger a new Auto Support? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the ping command on the mailhost. 

B. Use the OnCommand UnifiedManager GUI. 

C. Use the OnCommand System Manager GUI. 

D. Use the system node autosupport invoke -type test command. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10
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After a storage failover, you notice that a NAS LIF, that is linked to the broadcast domain CIFS, is no 

longer reachable after the takeover. Node cluster1-01 is still waiting for giveback. 

Referring to the exhibit, what caused the problem? 

A. Port a0a of node cluster1-01 is down. 

B. The LIF has to be configured with a failover group. 

C. The ports of cluster1-02 are missing in the broadcast domain. 

D. The broadcast-domain MTU needs to be either 1500 or 9000. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.netapp.com/ontap-9/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.netapp.doc.dot-cm-ug-rdg%
2FGUID-3EC50093-6858-46B4-8B70-0B5AE4BDAB69.html 

 

QUESTION 11

Referring to the exhibit(Missing the exhibit), which statement describes the duster network used by the cluster
interconnect ports? 

A. The network that allows all nodes in the cluster to have direct access to every other node\\'s disk shelves. 

B. The network used to allow all nodes to communicate with the users for data access. 

C. The network used to allow all nodes to communicate with the customer (or management access. 

D. The network used to allow all nodes to communicate for internal (private) data access. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer wants to expand their 10-node AFF A700s SAN cluster on Cisco Nexus 3132Q-V interconnect switches.
The customer has six AFF A700s nodes available. 

In this scenario, what should you do to expand the cluster? 

A. Add two nodes to the existing cluster without exceeding the SAN cluster limit. 

B. Add six nodes to the existing cluster. 

C. Replace the switches with Cisco Nexus 5596T switches and then add the six nodes. 

D. Add an expansion module to each switch and then add the six nodes. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 13

A customer is settings up a new cluster. The customer notices that there are many management ports on the cluster.
The customer is know the purpose of the node management network LIF. 

What do you tell customer in this scenario? 

A. The node management LIF provides multiple IP address for managing a particular node in the cluster at the hardware
level and is used for system maintenance. 

B. The node management LIF is associated with a storage virtual machine (SVM) and is used for communicating with
client. 

C. The node management LIF provides a dedicated IP address for the entire cluster and can fail over to any node
management or data port in the cluster. 

D. The node management LIF provides a dedicated a IP address to managing a particular node in the cluster and is
used for system maintenance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

While preparing for a new cluster installation, your customer indicates that they have some disk shelves and switches
that were discontinued at their old site. They want to re-use as much of this equipment as possible. You must verify that
their discontinued equipment is compatible with the new equipment they have on order. 

Which two actions will accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the Hardware Universe portal (HWU). 

B. look up the compatibility in the Interoperability Matrix Tool (IMT). 

C. Verify compatibility from Activity IQ. 

D. Run the Cluster Configuration Builder tool (ConfigBuilder). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer wants you to add a new AFF A700 HA pair to an existing 4-node AFF8080 EX cluster. The existing cluster
uses NetApp CN1610 switches for the cluster connection and is using the recommended port count. 

Which statement is true in this scenario? 

A. You cannot have more than four nodes with AFF. 

B. There are not enough ports available on the cluster switch. 

C. The AFF A700 is not supported with NetApp CN1610 switches/ 

D. You cannot mix different AFF models in the same cluster. 
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Correct Answer: D 
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